# MEETING ROSTER
## CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW ADVISORY COMMITTEE
### Digestive Sciences Study Section Boundaries Team
#### April 1 - 3, 2002

## CHAIRPERSON
- **LA MONT, J THOMAS, MD**
  - Chief
  - Division of Gastroenterology
  - Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
  - Boston, MA 02215

## MEMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Institution and Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AW, TAK Y, PHD        | Professor                                 | Department of Molecular & Cellular Physiology
Louisiana State University
Shreveport, LA 71130-3932 |
| BORCHARDT, RONALD T, PHD | Solon E. Summerfield Professor         | Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66047            |
| BOYER, JAMES L, MD    | Ensign Professor of Medicine              | Director, Liver Center
Yale University School of Medicine
New Haven, CT 06520-8019     |
| DARLINGTON, GRETCHEN J, PHD | Professor                   | Baylor College of Medicine
Huffington Center on Aging
Department of Pathology
Houston, TX 77030           |
| EATON, DAVID L, PHD   | Associate Dean for Research              | School of Public Health & Community Medicine
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98105          |
| ELSON, CHARLES O, MD  | Professor                                 | Division of GI & Hepatology
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294        |
| HOLLENBERG, PAUL F, PHD | Professor & Chair                      | Department of Pharmacology
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0632    |
| HOWELL, CHARLES D, MD | Associate Professor of Medicine          | Director, Hepatology Research Division of Gastroenterology
University of Maryland School of Medicine
Baltimore, MD 21201         |
| JUSKO, WILLIAM J, PHD | Professor & Interim Chair               | Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14260          |
| LAU, SERRINE S, PHD   | Professor                                 | Division of Pharmacology & Toxicology
College of Pharmacy
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1074      |
| LIDDLE, RODGER A, MD  | Professor & Chief, GI Division           | Department of Medicine
Division of Gastroenterology
Duke University Medical Center
Durham, NC 27710           |
| LU, SHELLY C, MD      | Professor of Medicine                    | Keck School of Medicine
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90033      |
| RUSSELL, ROBERT M, MD | Associate Director                       | Human Nutrition Research Center
Tufts University
Boston, MA 02111           |
| SACHS, GEORGE, DSC, MD | Professor                               | Departments of Medicine & Physiology
Wadsworth VA Hospital
Los Angeles, CA 90073      |
| SANDLER, ROBERT S, MD | Professor & Chief                        | Division of Gastroenterology & Hepatology
Medical College of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, WI 53226        |
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STEER, MICHAEL L, MD
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
BETH ISRAEL - DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER
BOSTON, MA 02215-5491

WHITCOMB, DAVID C, MD, PHD
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, CELL BIOLOGY & PHYSIOLOGY & HUMAN GENETICS
CHIEF, DIVISION OF GASTROENTEROLOGY, HEPATOLOGY & NUTRITION
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR GENOMIC SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH MEDICAL CENTER
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

WOLKOFF, ALLAN W, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE & ANATOMY & STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
BRONX, NY 10461

YAMAMOTO, KEITH R, PHD
PROFESSOR & CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF CELLULAR & MOLECULAR PHARMACOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94143-0450

YANG, VINCENT W, MD, PHD
R. BRUCE LOGUE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF DIGESTIVE DISEASES
EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ATLANTA, GA 30322

MAY, MICHAEL KEN, PHD
DIRECTOR, GI TRANSPORT, NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY & NUTRIENT METABOLISM PROGRAMS
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF DIABETES & DIGESTIVE & KIDNEY DISEASES
DIVISION OF DIGESTIVE DISEASES & NUTRITION
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

PUROHIT, VISHNUDUTT, PHD
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH BRANCH
DIVISION OF BASIC RESEARCH
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE & ALCOHOLISM
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892
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GREENWEL, PATRICIA, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW ADMINISTRATOR
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892
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MARTIN, MICHAEL R, PhD
DIRECTOR
DIVISION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892
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LONG, ROCHELLE M, PhD
CHIEF, PHARMACOLOGICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES BRANCH
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892